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   listing  
  Informações do Revendedor

Name: ArKadia
Nome da
Empresa:
País: Reino Unido
Telefone:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Detalhes do anúncio
Imóveis para: Alugar
Preço: EUR 4,020

  Localização
Country: Finlândia
CEP: 00100
Adicionado: 18/01/2024
Informação adicional:
• 1BR FINNISH DESIGN PENTHOUSE •

The Apartment

This 1-bedroom penthouse apartment has everything you need to live, work and play. Get the practical
things like a fully equipped kitchen, washing machine, fast WiFi, 24/7 support, and regular professional
cleaning, and fun stuff like passes to a local gym and online yoga studio access. Stay in comfort for as
long as you’d like – days, weeks or months.

The bedroom features a spacious queen-size bed while the sofa bed in the living room can sleep an
additional 2 people.

Custom Finnish Interior Design

The interior is designed by internationally acclaimed Helsinki-based Studio Joanna Laajisto, which drew
inspiration from the City Centre’s past, present and future. This apartment is decked out with furniture
designed and made in Finland from brands like Hakola, Artek and custom pieces from Studio Joanna
Laajisto. Get a dreamy nights’ sleep on premium Finnish beds from Matri topped with fabric headboards
featuring a custom print by local artist Pasi Kärkkäinen-Tunkelo.

Hooked Up With Local Amenities
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Bob is all for staying active, so this apartment includes yoga mats, online access to Yogaia yoga studio,
and access to a nearby local gym. Bob is also all for a tasty brekkie; you have the option to pre-purchase
breakfast at Bob’s fav neighbourhood cafes with an exclusive discount.

Kind to the environment

From carbon-negative cork floors to energy-saving smart home controls and select secondhand designer
furniture, Bob has made your stay not only comfy and stylish but also kind to the environment. This
apartment is powered by 100% renewable energy, has recycling facilities, limits single-use plastic, and is
stocked with biodegradable soaps and cleaning products.

The Building

This super classy 1902 Jugendstil property on Helsinki’s Central Railway Square was freshly renovated in
2021. All apartments are located on the fifth floor – the building’s top floor – and are accessible by
elevator. This is a contactless property, which means there’s no front desk. You can access both the
building and your apartment with a convenient door code, and our super-responsive online support team
is here for you day and night.

The Neighbourhood

If you want to be in the heart of the city and within walking distance to a huge number of Helsinki’s
attractions and other neighbourhoods, then this location is perfect for you. Our City Centre building is
located in the heart of Helsinki’s central business district and lively downtown.

The building is situated on the corner of the Helsinki Central Railway Square, a hub of train, bus, metro,
and tram routes from which you can conveniently get anywhere in the city (or Finland, for that matter).
From here, you can get to other neighbourhoods like Punavuori design district and Kallio on foot as well.
This is where old and new brush shoulders, where highbrow refinement and simple pleasures converge.

How do I apply?

If you are interested and wish to rent this apartment, simply click “Apply now” and enter the information
we require. Once you have applied, make sure to complete your profile with the necessary documents in
order to get approved as tenant for this apartment.

  Comum
Quartos de dormir: 1
Pés quadrados acabados: 33 m²

  Rental details
Furnished: Sim

  Lease terms
Date Available:
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  Informação adicional
URL do site: http://www.arkadia.com/FVVN-T1328/?utm_camp

aign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=I
MLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: a74107af-e4f2-4a14-9e04-a54641f42644
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